
Ralphie’s 
Rolled Lamb Belly

Ingredients
• 2 boned out lamb belly flaps
• Oakridge Beef and Pork rub
•  Finishing glaze of your choice

 PREP
1 Remove 2-3 belly flaps from rib bones and trim off 

any large areas of either skin or fat on their own. 
The more flaps you add, the bigger the roll. Also 
gently remove the thin white membrane which feels 
like a skinny rubber band. This is usually a layer 
down in the meat so remove with care. This doesn’t 
break down when cooking so remove at all costs.

2 Overlap belly flaps to make a consistent rolled tube 
and sprinkle meat glue on the top surface before 
rolling the belly up. This helps the rolled belly stay 
together. Use any extra off cuts of belly to fill thin or 
uneven areas.  

3 Roll up belly gently but tightly into a consistent tube 
and tie up with butchers string.  

 TIP: I vac seal this for a few days to help promote a 
solid bond between layers of meat. 

 To smoke
1 Sprinkle Oakridge pork and beef rub over rolled 

lamb and smoke over your favorite wood at 250f 
until the internal temp reaches 170f. 

 Spritz regularly to keep the surface moist.

2 Wrap tightly in foil with a little liquid of your choice. 
I use a red wine and rosemary reduction sauce. 
Further cook until internal temp reads 214f of the roll 
feels like soft butter when probed. 

3 Remove from smoker and rest for 30 mins to an hour 
then unwrap and glaze with sauce before serving.  

 You can return the roll to the smoker to help set 
glaze on if cooking in comps.  

Rolling a consistent tube is critical for success

Rolling a consistent tube is critical for success

Probe that slug where judges will never see the hole

Avoid the membrane



The boys swelter in the heat competing at Meatstock

A recent GC win keeps us grinning

The ultimate secondary cut lamb hand in. Rolled Belly and pulled neck.

Sharing our ribs secrets on Sunrise.

A bit of chicken love.


